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Abstract
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Persistent musculoskeletal pain is common after motor vehicle collision (MVC) and often results
in substantial disability. The objective of this study was to identify distributions of post-MVC pain
which most interfere with specific life functions and which have the greatest interference with
aggregate life function. Study data were obtained from a prospective longitudinal multicenter
emergency department-based cohort of 948 European Americans experiencing MVC. Overall pain
(0–10 numeric rating scale (NRS)), pain in each of 20 body regions (0–10 NRS), and pain
interference (Brief Pain Inventory, 0–10 NRS) were assessed 6 weeks, 6 months, and 1 year after
MVC. After adjustment for overall pain intensity, an axial distribution of pain caused the greatest
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interference with most specific life functions (R2 = 0.15–0.28, association p-values <.001) and
with overall function. Axial pain explained more than twice as much variance in pain interference
as other pain distributions. However, not all patients with axial pain had neck pain. Moderate or
severe low back pain was as common as neck pain at week 6 (prevalence 37% for each) and
overlapped with neck pain in only 23% of patients. Further, pain across all body regions accounted
for nearly twice as much of the variance in pain interference as neck pain alone (60% vs. 34%).
These findings suggest that studies of post-MVC pain should not focus on neck pain alone.

1. Introduction

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Motor vehicle collisions (MVCs) result in fifty million injuries worldwide and almost four
million US emergency department visits each year [36,49]. In the US, approximately 90% of
individuals presenting to the emergency department (ED) for care after MVC are discharged
to home after ED evaluation [41]. Health care expenses and productivity loss from persistent
post-MVC pain cost an estimated $29 billion per year in the US alone [16,20]. The
development of effective interventions to prevent persistent pain after MVC and the
advancement of understanding to guide these interventions remain important international
research priorities [29,58].
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Most contemporary studies of post-MVC pain focus primarily or exclusively on pain in the
neck region (e.g., [32,45]). Although pain location has been linked to function and
psychological conditions in patients with chronic non-malignant pain [14,18,23] and the
extent of pain has been consistently linked to pain interference in different patient
populations [1,6,35], little is currently known regarding patterns of pain experienced by
individuals after MVC. In addition, little is currently known regarding how these patterns of
pain influence overall pain interference and specific functional disability and this influence
evolves over time. A better understanding of the association between post-MVC pain
distribution and functional outcomes has the potential to enrich our understanding of which
individuals are at greatest risk for disability and of the functional challenges experienced by
patients with specific locations/distributions of pain. Understanding how post-MVC pain
location and distribution impact specific life functions would also be valuable to
practitioners designing treatment interventions for individuals with persistent post-MVC
pain and assessing the functional outcomes of these interventions. In addition, evaluating the
influence of pain duration and of individual demographic characteristics on activity
interference can provide us with additional information regarding how the functional toll of
pain of a given severity and distribution changes over time.
We previously evaluated the prevalence of pain in individual body regions in the hours after
MVC [8] and six weeks after MVC [33]. In these studies, we found that pain in specific
body areas in the axial region (e.g. neck, shoulders, back) were most commonly reported.
However, patients do not experience individual body regions of pain in isolation, but rather
experience patterns of pain distributed across body regions. In this study, we sought to
assess patterns of persistent pain across body regions that are common after MVC. Also,
most importantly, we sought to assess the impact of different patterns of persistent pain on
pain interference with specific life functions and with overall function. Because pain in axial
regions has been associated with worse physical and mental health in the general population
Pain. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 September 01.
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[11,31,52] and because movement of the neck and back are necessary to perform most life
functions, we hypothesized that an axial distribution of pain after MVC would result in
greater disability than other pain distributions. In addition, we also evaluated the influence
of post-MVC pain duration and of individual sociodemographic factors (age, sex, and
education) on pain-related functional interference.

2. Methods
2.1. Study design and participants
This multicenter emergency department (ED)-based observational cohort study evaluated
pain and functional outcomes 6 weeks, 6 months, and 1 year after MVC. Participating
centers included eight EDs in four no-fault insurance states in the U.S. (Massachusetts,
Florida, Michigan, and New York). Recruitment took place between February 2009 and
October 2011. Institutional Review Board approval for the study was obtained at each study
site and each participant provided written informed consent. Complete information
regarding study design, procedures, and methods has previously been described [39].
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Eligible patients were alert, oriented English-speaking European Americans 18–65 years of
age who were present to one of the study site EDs for evaluation after MVC. Patients were
included regardless of the location of impact to the vehicle; location of impact has been
shown to not be a strong determinant of post-MVC pain distribution [4,28]. Patients with
spinal fracture or dislocation, or neurologic signs including decreased/absent deep tendon
reflexes or weakness, skull fracture, facial fracture, intracranial injury, long bone fracture or
laceration with significant hemorrhage, and those presenting more than 24 hours after injury
were excluded, as were prisoners, pregnant patients, and individuals who cannot read
English. Patients who were clinically unstable or who had potentially life-threatening
injuries were also excluded.
2.2. Data collection procedures
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Patients were screened and recruited by research assistants at each ED site. Baseline
interviews were completed in the ED; follow-up interviews were completed via internet selfreport survey or via telephone interview 6 weeks, 6 months, and 1 year after MVC. Each
research assistant conducting follow-up interviews completed a study training module
followed by an interview with a standardized mock patient. Comparison of mock patient
data across research assistants demonstrated an error rate of 1.3%.
2.3. Measures
Demographic information (age, sex, education, relationship/marital status) was assessed
during the baseline ED interview using standardized questionnaire items. Injury scoring of
each patient injury was performed using the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), an
anatomically-based scoring system that classifies each injury according to its relative
severity on a six point ordinal scale [3]. Pain intensity, distribution, and pain interference
were assessed via telephone interview or a web-based questionnaire. Location and intensity
of pain symptoms during the past week were assessed 6 weeks, 6 months, and 1 year after
MVC using the modified Regional Pain Scale [56]. Pain intensity in each region was
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evaluated via numeric rating scale (NRS) from 0 (no pain) to 10 (maximum possible pain).
Overall pain intensity was also assessed using the 0 to 10 NRS. Widespread pain was
defined according to American College of Rheumatology 1990 criteria [57].
Pain interference with life functions was assessed using the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI)
[10,26]. The relationship between pain intensity and pain interference with life function
(disability) using BPI subscales has been demonstrated across multiple studies [10,26,48].
BPI subscales assess interference with seven life functions (general activity, walking ability,
mood, relations with other people, sleep and enjoyment of life) on a 0–10 scale, where 0
represents “does not interfere” and 10 indicates “interferes completely” [10]. Pain
interference scores assessed at 6 weeks were used in statistical analyses, except for analyses
evaluating the effect of time from trauma, in which pain interference scores from the
respective timepoint were used.
2.4. Statistical analyses
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Values of interference subscales were averaged to calculate a pain interference total score
for each individual [10]. Reliability of this score was assessed by Cronbach’s alpha and by
evaluating correlation coefficients between this score and individual subscale scores.
Principal component analysis was used to reduce the dimensionality of the regional pain
data (obtained from the 20-item regional pain scale) and identify specific post-MVC pain
distributions. The principal component method was used to extract the components. The
number of components to retain was determined by applying Kaiser-Guttman criterion [59]
and by visual exploration of a scree plot. A varimax (orthogonal) and oblique rotation were
applied, and the results were compared for interpretability. In interpreting the rotated factor
pattern, an item was determined to load on a given component if the factor loading was 0.50
of greater for that component [19]. Items were allowed to load on more than one component
only if the anatomical location of the item suggested its contribution to more than one pain
region. Association of the principal components with pain interference subscales and total
score was performed using a general linear model. Adjustment for participant age and sex
was performed by running regression models with these predictors and outputting the
residuals. The strength of association between each principal component and these residuals
was evaluated using the coefficient of determination (R2).
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Association of sociodemographic factors with pain interference outcomes was performed
using a general linear model adjusted for overall pain intensity and pain distribution
(identified using the principal component analysis described above). Association of pain
extent (widespread pain vs. regional pain) was adjusted for pain intensity only.
The effect of pain duration on pain interference was assessed using a linear mixed model
with pain interference total score 6 weeks, 6 months, and 1 year after MVC as outcomes.
Within-subject correlation of model residuals was accounted for by using an unstructured
covariance matrix. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS (version 9.2, SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC). P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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Mean pain interference total scores and bootstrap-derived 95% confidence intervals for each
overall pain value were plotted, stratified by the predictor of interest (i.e. age tertile, sex,
educational attainment, relationship status, widespread pain, and time of assessment).
Computation of plotted statistics and figure plotting were performed using the R package
ggplot2 [54].

3. Results
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A total of 10,629 patients admitted to the ED after motor vehicle collision were screened,
1,416 met eligibility criteria, 969 consented to participate in the study, and 948 participants
completed baseline evaluations (Fig. 1). Outcome evaluations were completed in 859/948
(91%) of participants at 6 weeks, 839/948 (89%) of participants at 6 months, and 861/948
(91%) of participants at 1 year. Socio-demographic characteristics of participants evaluated
at each timepoint are presented in Table 1. Consistent with study exclusion criteria,
participants had only minor injury: 99% of participants had a maximum Abbreviated Injury
Scale (AIS) score of one. The remaining 1% had an AIS score of two. Pain in the head,
neck, shoulder, and back regions were most common (Fig. 2); 437/859 (51%) participants
had moderate or severe axial pain at 6 weeks. Individuals with pain in these regions were
also most likely to report widespread pain (Fig. 2). Overall, widespread pain was present in
179/859 (21%) individuals at 6 weeks. Across follow-up timepoints, pain interference
summary scores showed high reliability (Cronbach alpha 0.94–0.96) and were moderately
correlated with overall pain scores (Table 2). Pain interference subscales were positively
correlated with each other (Pearson correlation coefficients 0.55–0.86) (Table 2).
3.1. Principal components of pain distribution at week 6 after MVC and their association
with pain interference
Principal components analysis (PCA) was performed to reduce the dimensionality of pain
location data. PCA of the responses to the 20-item Regional Pain Scale questionnaire at the
6-week time point identified five components with eigenvalues greater than one (termed
PC1-PC5). Visual examination of a screeplot was also consistent with five meaningful
factors. Together these five factors accounted for 66% of the total variance in the Regional
Pain Scale.
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Initially both varimax (orthogonal) and oblique rotation were performed. After oblique
rotation, the correlations between the components were in the range 0.17–0.37. Both
rotations yielded nearly identical interpretable distribution of scale items across the five
factors (Table 3). Because orthogonal principal components allow us to assess the
independent contribution (i.e., R-squared) of each component in pain interference models,
orthogonal rotation is preferred even if the data suggest correlation between components
[47]. Therefore, only orthogonal rotation results were retained for subsequent analyses. Pain
in the hips and upper and lower legs had the highest loadings (>0.50) on PC1 (termed “Leg
pain”). Head, neck, shoulders, and upper and lower back pain had the highest loadings on
PC2 (“Axial pain”). Pain in the right and left sides of the jaw contributed most to PC3 (“Jaw
pain”). Pain in the right shoulder, right upper arm, and right lower arm loaded on PC4
(“Right arm pain”). Finally, pain in the left upper arm, left lower arm, and chest loaded on
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PC5 (“Left arm pain”). Of note, shoulder pain loaded both on the corresponding arm and the
axial region. Abdominal pain did not load on any of the factors.
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Each principal component was significantly associated with each interference subscale and
total interference score (all p-values <0.001). Axial pain (PC2) explained more variance in
individual interference subscales (R-squared = 0.15–0.28) than pain in other regions (Fig. 3),
with generally more than twice as much influence on specific aspects of disability as pain in
other regions (Fig. 3). The one exception was interference in walking ability, which was best
explained by leg pain (R-squared = 0.23). Left and right arm pain (PC3 and PC4) explained
2–5% of the variance in each interference subscale, and jaw pain explained less than 2% of
total variance (Fig. 3). Similar results were obtained for pain and pain interference 6 months
and 1 year after MVC (data not shown).
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Because axial pain was more prevalent than pain in other regions and more commonly
associated with widespread pain (Fig. 2), we repeated the analyses after adjustment for
number of pain regions. Axial pain continued to have the greatest influence on pain
interference after adjustment. Axial pain explained at least six times more variance in the
interference subscales than any other body region, with the exception of walking ability,
where leg pain remained most influential (data not shown).
3.2. Sociodemographic predictors of pain interference
General linear models were used to assess sociodemographic predictors of pain interference,
adjusting for overall pain intensity and pain distribution. Sex and age were highly significant
predictors of pain interference (Table 4, Fig. 4A–B). Despite females reporting more severe
overall pain than males, interference with life function from a given distribution/severity of
pain was greater in males than in females. This difference was present for overall
interference, and for all interference subscales except mood and walking ability (Table 4).
Among the three age tertiles, the youngest group (18–26 years) reported lower pain
interference in all subscales than the older age groups (27–41 and 42–65 years, Table 4 and
Fig. 4A). After additional adjustment for age and sex, more educated participants reported
higher pain interference with sleep, but not with other interference subscales or total
interference. Relationship status was not associated with pain interference (Table 4).
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3.3. Widespread pain and pain interference
Pain extent was a significant predictor of pain interference, independent of the severity of
pain. Participants with widespread pain had substantially higher pain interference with each
of the evaluated life functions (Table 4, Fig. 4C).
3.4. Time from trauma and pain interference
After controlling for overall pain severity and pain distribution, time from trauma was
inversely associated with pain interference (Table 4, Fig. 4D). Study participants reported
less interference with life functions at month 6 and year 1 evaluations as compared to the
week 6 evaluation, with a 38% reduction in pain interference observed between six weeks
(mean interference 2.3±0.1 units) and one year (mean interference 1.4±0.1 units).
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In this study we sought to determine which locations/distributions of pain after MVC most
interfere with specific life functions and have the greatest influence on overall disability.
After adjustment for overall pain intensity, axial pain (pain in the neck, shoulders, and upper
and lower back) was found to have the greatest impact on six of the seven specific life
functions assessed, and also had the greatest influence on overall interference. In each of
these areas, axial pain had more than twice as much impact on function as pain in other body
regions. Widespread pain also had much more impact than regional pain. Pain of a specific
intensity and distribution had a greater impact on disability among men and among those not
in the youngest tertile of age. Across all participants, the degree of functional interference
resulting from a specific intensity and distribution of pain decreased over time.
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As hypothesized, we found that axial pain showed the strongest association with pain
interference. Approximately half of study participants had moderate or severe axial pain at 6
weeks. However, not all patients with axial pain had neck pain. Moderate or severe low back
pain was as common as neck pain at week 6 (prevalence 37% for each) and overlapped with
neck pain in only 23% of patients. Further, pain across all body regions accounted for nearly
twice as much of the variance in pain interference as neck pain alone (60% vs. 34%). These
results indicate that pain in body regions other than the neck contributes substantially to
pain-related disability after MVC, and suggest that studies of post-MVC pain outcomes
should include a comprehensive assessment of pain across body regions.
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These findings have several important implications for the treatment of individuals
experiencing musculoskeletal pain after MVC. First, interventions seeking to achieve the
greatest functional improvement should focus on axial pain outcomes, as these regions
appear to have the greatest influence on disability. In addition, practitioners treating
individuals with post-MVC axial pain disorders, and performing serial outcome assessments
to monitor their patient’s progress, should be aware of which disability measures are most
likely to be impacted by reductions in axial pain. For example, outcomes such as general
activity, mood, and normal work would be valuable to assess, but walking ability is less
likely to be impacted. Similar considerations apply to clinical trials of individuals with postMVC axial pain. In addition, clinical prediction tools developed to identify those at high risk
for persistent post-MVC pain should not focus on neck pain outcomes but rather should
examine axial pain more generally, as this pain distribution has the greatest impact on
function.
Our findings that individuals with widespread pain after MVC experienced substantially
more pain interference than individuals with regional pain is consistent with previous studies
[2,5,38] and suggests the importance of pain extent, as well as pain severity, on functional
outcomes after MVC. Widespread musculoskeletal pain has been shown to affect working
ability [34], life satisfaction and general health [5,38]. Therefore, individuals with
widespread musculoskeletal pain might require more intensive treatment and also have
greater potential to benefit from such treatment than individuals with localized pain.
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Interestingly, while women reported more pain than men, after adjustment for overall pain
intensity and distribution men reported significantly higher levels of pain interference than
women. Although the majority of previous studies suggest that women are more likely to
experience disability due to pain than men (i.e. [17,24,46]), a few studies found the opposite:
disability was either more directly related to pain in men than in women [21], or was not
associated with sex [27]. Of note, the study by Stubbs and coworkers [46] found that the
difference in disability between males and females was attenuated when adjusted for pain
severity. Interestingly, Hirsh and coworkers found that disability is directly related to pain in
men, whereas the effect of pain on disability in women is mediated by negative mood [21].
Consistent with our work, a study by Fejer and colleagues [15], using two pain-related
disability measures to evaluate the best cutoffs between mild, moderate and severe neck
pain, has shown that females had a higher optimal single cutoff for neck pain than males,
suggesting that females are more tolerant to pain of similar intensity than males.
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In our study younger participants (18–26 years old) reported less pain interference than
participants 27–65 years old. Several previous studies have observed a high prevalence of
pain interference in older adults [44,50]. A population-based study of adults age 50 and
older with regional pain revealed increased prevalence of pain interference among older
individuals [50]. Another study found that among pain clinic patients with chronic pain,
patients age 60 and older reported similar levels of pain intensity, worse physical
functioning, but better mental health than younger adults with pain [55]. Similarly, advanced
age has been associated with self-rated health status after controlling for pain and other
socio-demographic factors among individuals 70 years and older [43]. The differences
between younger and middle or older-age participants observed in our study might be
explained by physiologic resilience to the effects of pain in younger adults. (For example, it
has been shown experimentally that younger adults (age 18–25 years) have more active
endogenous pain inhibition signaling than older adults [13]). The use of different coping
mechanisms and strategies in younger patients might also contribute to this difference
[25,30].
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Because our study design allowed us to prospectively evaluate pain and pain interference
over time after MVC, we were able to assess the effect of time on pain interference. After
adjusting for pain intensity and distribution, we found that study participants experienced on
average a 38% reduction in pain interference between six weeks and one year. The observed
decrease in pain interference for a given level of pain speaks to the resiliency of individuals
experiencing traumatic events and may be explained by the adoption of more effective
methods of coping with pain over time, or by other factors. This finding is consistent with
observations that quality of life improves over time after other forms of trauma [37,51,53].
This finding is also in agreement with the results by Fejer and colleagues, who evaluated the
optimal cutoffs for neck pain using two measures of pain-related disability and found that
the optimal single cutoff is higher for chronic neck pain than for acute and subacute neck
pain [15].
Several limitations should be considered when interpreting our study results. First, the
participants in our study were European Americans age 18 to 65 years of age who presented
to the ED for evaluation. The extent of pain following MVC and determinants of widespread
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pain may differ in other ethnic and racial groups, older adults [40], and individuals who do
not come to the emergency department for evaluation after MVC. In addition, our study did
not adjust for factors such as comorbid conditions [12,42], psychological distress [9],
expectations of recovery [22], or insurance and litigation [7,33] when evaluating the
association between pain patterns and disability. These factors have been shown to predict
pain outcomes. However, our goal was to describe cross-sectional associations between pain
locations and pain-related disability. We did not attempt to assess the causal relationship
between pain location and disability, independent of all other factors. This might a valuable
area of future inquiry. Additionally, our study focused on individuals who were evaluated in
the ED and subsequently discharged to home, a population which comprises approximately
90% of all patients seen in U.S. EDs after MVC. The pain experiences may differ among
those patients experiencing more serious injuries who are admitted to the hospital. Although
99% of study participants had only minor injury (an AIS score of 1), more subtle differences
in injury severity were not measured, and such differences may have explained some of the
observed variation in pain and pain interference by age, gender, and pain location. Finally,
no data were available for the first few weeks after MVC. Knowing the early trajectory of
pain and pain related interference in this population may be important to fully characterize
the post-MVC outcomes.
In conclusion, our study results indicate that after controlling for pain severity, axial and
widespread pain result in greater pain interference after MVC than non-axial or more
localized pain. Interventions seeking to achieve the greatest functional improvement in postMVC pain should focus on axial pain or widespread pain, as these regions appear to have
the greatest influence on disability. In addition, ED-based clinical prediction tools should be
developed which are informed by the extensive previous literature on chronic pain risk
factors and identify adults at high risk of developing axial pain. Finally, practitioners
treating individuals with post-MVC pain disorders, and performing serial outcome
assessments to monitor their patient’s progress, should select disability measures most
impacted by reductions in their patient’s specific pain distribution.
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In this prospective study (n = 948), axial and widespread pain had the greatest influence
on life interference during the year after MVC.
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Flowchart of the study.
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Figure 2.

Prevalence of pain by body region six weeks after motor vehicle collision, and proportion of
patients who had pain in each body region who had widespread pain. Widespread pain was
defined according to American College of Rheumatology 1990 criteria [57].
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Figure 3.

Proportion of total variance (R-squared) in interference scales explained by regional pain
factors, adjusted for participant age and sex.
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Figure 4.

Association between pain and pain interference stratified by a) age, b) sex, c) widespread
pain and d) time from trauma. Dots represent mean interference and vertical bars represent
bootstrap-derived 95% confidence intervals for interference for each discrete value of the
overall pain score. Boxplots represent median, lower, upper quartile and range for pain
(horizontal boxplots at the top) and for pain interference (vertical boxplots at the right).
M=male; F=female; WP+ =widespread pain present; WP− =no widespread pain; W6=week
6; Y1=year 1.
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Sociodemographic characteristics of study participants at baseline, week 6, month 6, and year 1 after motor vehicle collision.
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6.Sleep

7.Walking ability

Pearson r*

Overall pain intensity

0.75

0.64

0.68

0.74

0.60

0.68

0.73

0.68

0.68

0.64
0.60
0.57

SD=Standard Deviation.

Pearson correlation between pain interference summary score and overall pain severity (0–10 NRS).

*

0.71
0.67

5.Relations with other people

Cronbach alpha (standardized)

0.86
0.62

4.Normal work

3.Mood
0.73

5.

0.55

6.

Week 6
Mean(SD)

0.72

3.8(2.8)

0.94

1.5(2.6)

2.9(3.3)

1.6(2.7)

2.8(3.3)

2.9(3.2)

2.3(3.1)

0.76
0.76

2.Enjoyment of life
0.78

4.

2.8(3.1)

3.
2.4(2.6)

2.

1.General activity

1.

Pain interference total

Scale

Intercorrelations (Pearson r) between interference subscales at week 6

0.70

3.1(2.8)

0.95

1.1(2.3)

2.0(3.0)

1.1(2.4)

1.8(2.9)

1.7(2.7)

1.5(2.6)

1.8(2.7)

1.6(2.4)

Month 6
Mean(SD)

0.66

3.2(2.9)

0.96

1.1(2.3)

1.6(2.8)

0.9(2.1)

1.6(2.7)

1.5(2.5)

1.3(2.5)

1.6(2.6)

1.4(2.2)

Year 1
Mean(SD)

Mean Brief Pain Inventory pain interference subscale scores and overall pain at week 6, month 6 and year 1.
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0.21
0.12
0.20
0.20
0.26
0.30
0.41
0.41

Upper Back

Left Upper Arm

Right Upper Arm

Left Lower Arm

Right Lower Arm

Chest

Abdomen

Lower Back

0.02
0.10

Left Shoulder

Right Shoulder

0.82*

0.25
0.11

Jaw, Right Side

Neck

0.67*

0.14

0.09

0.07

0.12

0.26

0.39

0.76*

0.56*

0.15

0.19

0.64*

0.09
0.19

Jaw, Left Side

PC2
“Axial pain”

Head

PC1
“Leg pain”

Region

0.06

0.25

0.48

0.34

0.75*

0.23

0.73*

0.15

0.08

0.51*

0.12

0.12

0.19

0.17

PC3
“Left arm pain”

−0.05

0.03

0.20

0.75*

0.28

0.79*

0.21

0.16

0.64*

0.08

0.23

0.14

0.06

0.16

PC4
“Right arm pain”

0.00

0.21

0.19

0.08

0.10

0.14

0.14

0.08

0.06

0.05

0.16

0.88*

0.88*

32

PC5
“Jaw pain”

Loadings of individual regional pain scores on derived principal components at week 6 after motor vehicle collision.
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0.62*
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Left Upper Leg

Right Upper Leg
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Right Lower Leg

0.04

0.34

−0.01

0.40

−0.03

0.39

PC3
“Left arm pain”

Factor loadings >.50 are marked with (*); SD=Standard Deviation; PC=Principal Component.
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0.17

0.29

0.26

0.60*

Right Hip
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“Right arm pain”
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PC1
“Leg pain”
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2.6 (0.1)
<.001

Females

p-value

3.0 (0.1)
0.003

42–65

p-value
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<.001

p-value

Follow-up

2.5 (0.1)

Regional

timepointb

3.9 (0.2)

0.58

Widespread

Pain

distributiona

p-value

1.9 (0.2)

2.7 (0.2)
2.9 (0.1)

Not living together

Living together/married

<.001

2.0 (0.1)

3.5 (0.2)

0.10

2.4 (0.1)

2.4 (0.1)

0.47

2.1 (0.2)

2.4 (0.1)

2.3 (0.1)

<.001

2.4 (0.1)

2.7 (0.1)

1.9 (0.1)

<.001

2.1 (0.1)

2.7 (0.1)

Enjoyment of life

2.8 (0.1)

No relationship

Relationship

statusa

2.6 (0.1)

College or more
0.32

2.8 (0.1)

Post-HS

p-value

2.9 (0.1)

HS or less

Educationa

2.5 (0.1)
3.0 (0.1)

18–26

27–41

Agea

3.2 (0.1)

Males

Sexa

General activity

<.001

2.6 (0.1)

3.8 (0.2)

0.87

2.9 (0.1)

2.9 (0.2)

2.8 (0.1)

0.60

2.9 (0.2)

2.9 (0.1)

2.7 (0.1)

0.019

2.9 (0.1)

3.1 (0.1)

2.5 (0.1)

0.37

2.8 (0.1)

3.0 (0.1)

Mood

<.001

2.5 (0.1)

4.0 (0.2)

0.73

2.8 (0.1)

2.6 (0.2)

2.8 (0.1)

0.24

2.5 (0.2)

2.8 (0.1)

2.9 (0.1)

<.001

3.0 (0.1)

3.1 (0.1)

2.3 (0.1)

<.001

2.5 (0.1)

3.2 (0.1)

Normal work

<.001

1.3 (0.1)

2.6 (0.2)

0.31

1.5 (0.1)

1.8 (0.2)

1.4 (0.1)

0.98

1.5 (0.2)

1.5 (0.1)

1.5 (0.1)

0.008

1.8 (0.1)

1.6 (0.1)

1.2 (0.1)

0.005

1.4 (0.1)

1.8 (0.1)

Relations with other people

Interference subscales

<.001

1.2 (0.1)

2.4 (0.2)

0.21

1.4 (0.1)

1.4 (0.2)

1.6 (0.1)

0.90

1.5 (0.1)

1.4 (0.1)

1.5 (0.1)

0.005

1.7 (0.1)

1.5 (0.1)

1.2 (0.1)

0.063

1.4 (0.1)

1.6 (0.1)

Walking ability

<.001

2.7 (0.1)

3.6 (0.2)

0.30

2.8 (0.1)

2.7 (0.2)

3.1 (0.2)

0.018

3.2 (0.2)

3.0 (0.1)

2.6 (0.1)

0.82

2.8 (0.1)

3.0 (0.1)

2.9 (0.2)

0.021

2.7 (0.1)

3.2 (0.1)

Sleep

<.001

2.1 (0.1)

3.4 (0.1)

0.79

2.4 (0.1)

2.3 (0.1)

2.4 (0.1)

0.81

2.3 (0.1)

2.4 (0.1)

2.4 (0.1)

<.001

2.5 (0.1)

2.6 (0.1)

2.1 (0.1)

<.001

2.2 (0.1)

2.7 (0.1)

Total Interference

Association of sociodemographic and pain symptom characteristics with pain interference subscale scores after motor vehicle collision. (Of note, all
interference subscales scores are for the 6-week follow-up timepoint except for results presented by timepoint category.)
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